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SAS/AF software is a set of tools for developing applications. Central to the SAS/AF development environment is the frame. You can think of a frame as an application window that contains the interface (the fields and buttons) of your application. With SAS/AF frame application development, you can build much of your application visually, using drag-and-drop components. And because SAS/AF applications are stored in SAS catalogs, they are portable to all SAS software platforms.

   This book provides an introduction to application development using SAS/AF and FRAME entries. Geared to the SAS/AF beginner, the instruction and examples can be used with SAS 8.1 through SAS®9. In just a few steps, you'll develop a graphical user interface and a multiple-window application. This primer is an ideal starting point for becoming a FRAME entry expert.

This document is an introduction to the SAS/AF development environment. It guides you through the basic skills that you need to build a simple frame application. It also gives you a foundation with which you can transition to the larger reference manuals that fully cover SAS/AF software.

Although this document is intended for new users of SAS/AF, you should be familiar with basic SAS concepts such as libraries, catalogs, and catalog entries. You do not need object-oriented programming experience to benefit from this document, but familiarity with object-oriented concepts will certainly help.

Although specific to SAS/AF in SAS®9, the overall processes that are presented in this document also apply to versions of SAS/AF software starting with SAS 8.1.
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Fuzzy Transportation and Transshipment Problems (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents a novel approach to the formulation and solution of three classes of problems: the fully fuzzy transportation problem, the fully fuzzy transshipment problem, and fully fuzzy solid transportation problem. It points out some limitations of the existing formulations and approaches, indicating some possible,...
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Enterprise Software Architecture and Design: Entities, Services, and Resources (Quantitative Software Engineering Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012


	This book is about programming-in-the-large, a term coined by DeRemer and

	Kron [2] to distinguish the assembly of large applications from components, from

	the task of implementing those components themselves. Many of the principles of

	programming-in-the-large were earlier elucidated by Parnas in two articles [3, 4].

	It is...
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R Statistical Application Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	"R Statistical Application Development by Example Beginner’s Guide" explores statistical concepts and the R software, which are well integrated from the word go. This demarcates the separate learning of theory and applications and hence the title begins with “R Statistical …”. Almost every concept has an R...
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Frommer's Cambodia & Laos (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	This new first edition guide introduces two exotic destinations fast becoming required stops for globetrotting tourists. Through our expert author, readers are exposed to the rich culture and poignant history in Cambodia and Laos. Discover the region's food and gift markets, lovely beaches and islands, colorful temples, and charming...
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UML 2 ToolkitJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The authoring of this book coincides with the final review of the UML 2 proposal; therefore, we did not have the benefit of UML 2–compliant tools. This book focuses on good modeling with UML, relying on the UML 2 features that make sense logically. While we looked at a few early versions of tools, we did not find the support for features we...
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Easy Microsoft Word 2010Que, 2010

	SEE IT DONE. DO IT YOURSELF. It’s that Easy! Easy Microsoft Word 2010 teaches you all the fundamentals of working with Microsoft’s newest version of Word. Fully illustrated steps with simple instructions guide you through every task, building the skills you need to learn Word 2010 with ease. No need to...
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